
Neurons Arts and Crafts


Half-term activity


In association 
with The Big 
Draw.


Welcome 

Our Neurons Arts and Crafts activity is written to provide an activity that helps your child 
engage with nature to create art.  


It’s so important that children learn through doing, which is at the core of all of the 
Neurons activities found within our creative learning website, neurons.org.uk.


Autumn is a bountiful time of year! It’s a brilliant time to make art using nature and there’s 
lots of things you can do!  Think of all the things you might see outdoors at this time of 
year; lots of different leaves in a range of greens, yellows, golds, browns and reds, 
flowers, acorns, twigs, conkers, stones, sycamore seeds, pine cones, berries etc.  Here’s 
two nature inspired activities to try out.   



1.    Nature art 
You will need:

• Leaves

• A selection of other nature items (see list above) 


http://neurons.org.uk


First, collect some leaves. You could look in your garden or go to the park or maybe a 
family trip to the countryside. Look for different shapes, sizes and colours or leaves. 


Start by simply creating a circle of leaves. You could use 
all one type of leaves or a variety. Arrange them in a 
pattern that you like. And, you have made some nature art! 

If you want to keep a record of your work, take photos as 
you go along.

Now, let’s add to your circle. Have a look at what you’ve 
collected, how can you add to your circle of leaves? What 
about an inner or outer circle of different leaves or flower 
petals? Try adding different shapes or lines. If you have 
twigs, try building upwards. Play with what you have and 

see what designs you can come up with. If you make your art outside you could leave it 
there and see how the weather affects it over time. You could take photos to record what 
happens.

 
2. Leaf pattern play 
You will need: 
• Sheets of paper 

• A selection of leaves

• Coloured pens


Look at the leaf shapes you have and choose a 
few different ones you like. Now, get your pens 
and paper and draw some of the leaf shapes on 
there. They don’t have to be perfect drawings, just 
outlines. Draw them different sizes in different 
colours and overlap some of them too. Add a 
simple line as a leaf stalk for each as well as a 
central line for the vein in the leaf. If you have 
leaves with more veins than just a central one, you 

can add more lines to those shapes.

Now, let’s add some pattern! We’re going to fill each leaf shape with different patterns. 
How many different patterns can you come up with to fill your leaf shapes? Here’s a few 
ideas:

• Lines; straight or curved

• Circles

• Crosses




• Dots

• Dashes

Fill each of your leaves with different patterns to create some fun autumn leaf art! 

Try using different patterns on each half of the leaf. You could fill each leaf using the same 
colour as their outline or use a different colour to fill them in. You could also try using 
different types of pens, what about biros or fineliners? Or coloured pencils? 


3. More nature art ideas 
If you’ve enjoyed these two activities why not get creative with some of these nature art 
ideas too:

• Leaf printing. Brush paint thinly onto leaves and then press onto paper to make 

coloured prints. You could also try using an ink pad instead of paint.

• Leaf pounding. Have an adult present for this activity. Place a leaf vein side down on a 

piece of paper. Lay a piece of paper towel over the leaf and using a hammer, or heavy 
stone, start hitting the leaf until you see the colour and shape of the leaf start to appear 
through the paper towel. Keep hitting until you are sure you have hit every part of the 
leaf then remove the paper towel to see your leaf print.


• Miniature gardens. Use an old tin foil dish, takeaway tub or an old bowl (check with an 
adult it’s ok to use something). Add a little soil from the garden and then create a 
miniature garden using leaves, twigs, flowers, seeds, pebbles, etc. You could even 
make a miniature pond from a tiny container like a Pringles tube lid or a cut down 
yoghurt pot or shape one from tin foil. 


• Leaf rubbing. Place a  leaf upside down on the table and put a piece of paper over it. 
Holding the paper and leaf in place, use a dark coloured crayon, pressing firmly, to take 
a rubbing of the leaf. 


• Nature noughts & crosses. Find ten smooth pebbles, give them a wash and once dry, 
paint five of them one colour and the other five a different colour. Leave them to dry 
while you make noughts and crosses grid with twigs or leaves. Now have a game of 
noughts and crosses with someone.  If you can’t find stones, you could collect other 
things to use, what about five leaves and five conkers?




